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Abstract In-process memory abuse brings in security concerns in recent years. With the increasing complexity of

applications, a program may call third-party functions and components. Since third-party code is neither controlled by

the programmer nor limited when accessing memory resources within a process, once third-party codes contain security

vulnerabilities, the program will suffer information leakage and control flow hijacking. However, current solutions like

Intel MPX(Memory Protection Extensions) severely degrade performance, while other approaches like Intel MPK(Memory

Protection Keys) lack flexibility in dividing security domains. In this paper, we propose IMPULP, an effective and efficient

hardware approach for in-process memory protection. The rationale of IMPULP is user-level partitioning that user code

segments are divided into different security domains according to their instruction addresses, and accessible memory spaces

are specified dynamically for each domain via a set of boundary registers. Every memory access related instruction will be

checked according to its security domain and the corresponding boundaries. Illegal in-process memory access of untrusted

code segments will be prevented. IMPULP can be leveraged to prevent a wide range of in-process memory abuse attacks, such

as buffer overflows and memory leakages. For verification, an FPGA prototype based on RISC-V instruction set architecture

has been developed. We test seven cases to verify the effectiveness of IMPULP, including five memory protection function

tests, a test to defense typical buffer overflow, and a test to defense famous memory leakage attack named Heartbleed. We

execute the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark to evaluate the efficiency of IMPULP. The performance overhead of IMPULP is

less than 0.2% runtime on average , which is negligible. Moreover, the resource overhead is less than 5.5% for hardware

modification of IMPULP.

Keywords in-process isolation, memory protection, out-of-bounds, user-level partitioning

1 Introduction

In conventional memory protections, only memo-

ry accesses requiring inter-process communications are

checked and prevented if violations are detected [2].

With the increasing complexity of applications, a pro-

gram inevitably calls third-party functions and com-

ponents in the same address space. When the third-

party codes contain security vulnerabilities, the adver-

sary abuses the memory resources within a process to

execute codes illegally in the context of the attacked

process, leading to privilege escalation and sensitive da-

ta leakage. For example, in the Heartbleed [3] incident

that nearly affected the entire Internet, the attacker

used a vulnerability in the OpenSSL code to pass an

illegal length to the memcpy function to obtain sensi-

tive data, including user account and password infor-

mation. Moreover, some malicious libraries in mobile

apps [4] steal sensitive data using privileged APIs (Ap-

plication Programming Interface). In addition, the at-
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tacker leverages third-party plugins [37] to bypass the

protection of current program, resulting in memory-

corruption vulnerabilities.

In the past, software-based memory protection like

SFI (Software Fault Isolation) [29], was neither com-

plete nor efficient due to instrumenting every memory-

access instruction for run-time checks. Therefore, re-

cent research explores more practical hardware exten-

sions. For example, Intel MPX (Memory Protection

Extensions) [28] provides new instructions of x86 in-

struction set architecture (ISA) to configure the bounds

for a pointer to a buffer. However, Intel MPX severely

reduces the performance of programs due to the idea

of bounds checking for each instruction of a process.

Furthermore, Intel has recently announced Control-flow

Enforcement Technology [27] and Memory Protection

Keys (MPK) [26]. However, these technologies either

provide hardware support limited to a specific mitiga-

tion, or cause unnecessary performance overhead.

To take advantage of hardware to improve perfor-

mance, we propose IMPULP for efficient in-process

memory protection. Instead of instrumenting each

memory access instruction like Intel MPX, IMPULP

only inserts an API function to restrict the accessible

address range before each cross-domain function cal-

l. Moreover, the out-of-bounds check is performed by

modified CPU pipeline automatically when the pro-

gram is running. Hence, run-time overhead can be

greatly reduced in IMPULP compared to Intel MPX.

Since the partition of security domain is achieved in

user-level, the performance overhead of domain switch-

ing in IMPULP is smaller than other domain-based

methods, such as Intel MPK and memory domains on

ARM32[42].

We develop the IMPULP prototype on an FPGA

platform integrated with RISC-V [18] [17] ISA. We ad-

d new groups of dedicated CPU registers, and modify

Linux kernel to support register configuration and raise

out-of-bounds exception. Experimental results show

that IMPULP can effectively prevent buffer overflows

and memory leakages. We also test typical application-

s in SPEC CPU2006 benchmark to evaluate the per-

formance loss of IMPULP. The results show that the

runtime performance overhead is less than 0.2% on av-

erage. In addition, the resource overhead is less than

5.5% for hardware modification of IMPULP.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1) We propose IMPULP, a novel hardware-enforced

approach for in-process memory protection. IMPULP

divides user-level security domains by the range of cor-

responding instruction addresses. User code with dif-

ferent instruction addresses can access different ranges

of memory address space. When untrusted user code

segments access out-of-bounds memory, the modified

CPU pipeline would report illegal state and generate

exception. The process is halted timely.

2) We present a pair of IMPULP APIs to dynam-

ically specify the address range of memory protection.

The switch of different security domain is performed

with slightly modification of a program using this pair

of APIs. This design reduces runtime overhead in the

following two ways. IMPULP requires no traps into

kernel compared to the conventional domain isolation

method. Besides, IMPULP diminishes the costs of in-

strumentation for each instruction, since it merely sets

registers when a cross-domain function call occurs.

3) We build an FPGA prototype system with an en-

hanced RISC-V CPU core, a modified Linux kernel as

well as a compiler extension to support IMPULP. We

test the prototype with both functional tests and per-

formance benchmarks. The results show that IMPULP

effectively performs in-process memory protection with

low runtime overhead and hardware cost.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
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introduce the state-of-the-art in-process memory pro-

tection methods and discuss the characteristics and dis-

advantages of them. Section 3 provides a brief intro-

duction of adversary model of our design. Section 4

details the design of IMPULP. In Section 5, we present

the hardware and software implementation of IMPULP.

Moreover, we briefly introduced the usage of IMPULP.

Section 6 provides experimental results to verify that

IMPULP is both effective and efficient. The hardware

cost is also evaluated in this section. Section 7 con-

cludes this paper.

2 Background

2.1 In-process memory abuse attacks and de-

fenses

In-process memory corruption is usually caused by

improper internal memory access, and triggered by

many unreliable factors within a user process, such as

third-party libraries or plugins, improper function pa-

rameters, buffer overflow, out-of-bounds memory access

and speculation cache. The attackers take advantage of

in-process memory security risks mentioned above, once

they have penetrated into the context of target process,

they can freely access (or abuse) memory content of vic-

tim programs. Specific attack methods include but not

limited to code-injection [30], code-reuse [22] [23], and

data-only attacks [24] [25].

Code-injection attackers inject malicious code seg-

ments as data into the address space of a process, and

then execute the code to gain control of the process,

thereby achieving attack by generating many other pro-

cesses or modifying system files. Typical defenses like

DEP (data execution prevention) [16] add an execute

permission bit in page table. The operating system

mitigates most code injection attacks by managing the

bit to set code segment non-modifiable, while data seg-

ment modifiable but not executable. Specific schemes

include no-execute page-protection (NX) [13] processor

defined by AMD and execute disable bit (XD) [1] pro-

cessor defined by Intel.

Even if code-injection attacks are eliminated, at-

tackers can change the execution order of in-process

code to rewrite sensitive data in in-process memory

spaces with code-reuse attack, such as ROP (return-

oriented programming) [15], COP (call-oriented pro-

gramming) [39], and JOP (jump-oriented program-

ming) [14]. The defense method includes ASLR (ad-

dress space layout randomization) [38], CFI (control

flow integrity) [12] and CPI (code-pointer integrity)

[11]. The basic idea of ASLR is to load the codes into

a random location, so that the attacker cannot find the

exact target code location, increasing the difficulty of

code-reuse attacks. Both CFI and CPI limit the con-

trol transfer when program runs, so that a program is

always limited by the original control flow graph and

code pointer.

Data-only attacks modify critical data variables

such as branching conditions to change program. Data

flow integrity (DFI) [9] [10] mitigating data-only at-

tacks by restricting data access. To give developers an

efficient way to protect sensitive data like cryptographic

keys at source code level, IMIX [8] added a new instruc-

tion called smov to protect metadata.

2.2 State-of-the-art memory protection ap-

proaches

From the design point of view, existing memory pro-

tection approaches can be divided into the following

categories.

The first type divides a part of memory from memo-

ry space to store sensitive information, and applies var-

ious memory protection techniques to prevent attacks

to the security part of memory. This type is represented

by Intel SGX (software guard extensions), which aims
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Table 1. Features of state-of-the-art in-process memory isolation techniques

Hardware-
enhanced
mecha-
nism

Memory
bounds check

VT based
method

Domain based method ISA based method

Names Intel MPX Dune Shreds MPK IMIX
characteristics Every instruc-

tion is checked
to prevent
out-of-bounds
memory access

Intel VT-x pro-
vides user with
full access to
protected hard-
ware

ARM holds the
access permission-
s for 16 domains,
to isolate sensitive
data

Intel X86 sup-
ports 16 domains
of memory protec-
tion key, to divide
user virtual space

adds new instruction
named smov to access
critical metadata

shortcoming high per-
formance
overhead

The kernel is
exposed to us-
er, introducing
security risks

offer limited se-
curity due to a
support of specific
hardware and re-
compiled libraries

permission setting
register is accessi-
ble for user pro-
gram, that intro-
duce security risks

a security risk oc-
curs when the ad-
versary modifies code
and then executes the
smov instruction with
controlled arguments

at strongly isolating sensitive code and data from the

operating system, hypervisor, BIOS, and other appli-

cations [6]. However, Intel SGX protects only small

parts of the application that handle sensitive data, and

can be used for memory protection only at high perfor-

mance costs due to overheads for entering and exiting

the enclave [5].

The second type hides the memory address that s-

tores sensitive information, making it unpredictable to

an attacker for memory protection purposes. This type

is represented by ASLR (address space layout random-

ization) [38]. ASLR is commonly applied to user-space

applications and OS kernels due to its effectiveness and

low overhead. Unfortunately, ASLR suffers from vari-

ous side-channel attacks. A combination of a software

bug and the knowledge of data structure addresses can

lead to private code execution.

The third type divides a part of memory from mem-

ory space for untrusted code segments. When the

program is running, the developer checks whether the

memory access boundary or the access permission is

broken, thus preventing possible security attacks. This

type is represented by Intel MPX [28] and Intel MPK

[26]. Our method of IMPULP also belongs to this type.

Another type of methods does not divide security

domains for the entire memory space, but explores fine-

grained partitions. For example, they tag a memory

block with several bits in hardware to distinguish the

security domains. This type is represented by tagged

memory [36]. Tagged memory adds a tag for memo-

ry or register unit to store the semantic information

of data. Permission check and memory isolation can

be performed according to the corresponding tag. This

method lacks real implementation due to the high hard-

ware cost.

Many classic software countermeasures against

memory abuse, such as Libsafe [35], LibsafeXP [34],

and stack canaries [33], always incur high performance

overhead. Therefore, we only illustrate the features of

typical techniques in table 1, and list the shortcom-

ings of these techniques. Intel MPX implements bounds

checking in hardware [28]. Therefore, it provides new

instructions to configure a lower and upper bound for a

pointer to a buffer. When the program is running, In-

tel MPX leverages another instruction to quickly check

whether this address points into the buffers boundaries.
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As discussed in Section 1, Intel MPX introduces high

performance overhead.

Another type of hardware-enforced mechanism is

based on Intel VT-x technology. Dune[32] builds a pro-

cess abstraction with a small virtual kernel that initial-

izes virtual hardware and mediates interactions with

the physical kernel. Users access privileged resources

through the interface provided by Dune and avoid the

trap into kernel. Therefore, Dune significantly improves

the performance. To isolate memory, Dune maintains

both regular and protected EPT (extended page table)

mappings to enforce privilege checking. Since Dune ex-

poses kernel modules directly to the user without addi-

tional security measures, it introduces serious security

risks.

Memory domain based methods include Shreds of

ARM platform and Intel MPK. Shreds[21] uses the

memory domain of ARM for access control. A shred

can be viewed as a flexibly defined segment of a thread

execution. Each shred is associated with a protected

memory pool with specific id. If the domain id mis-

match occurs, the memory access is illegal. However,

the change of memory domains needs to modify page

table in kernel, which introduces high overhead. Intel

MPK [26] divides the memory into different domains.

Each domain has a specific value called memory pro-

tection key. For an x86 system, the key of a page

is marked with four bits in page table. Once a pro-

cess accesses the memory, hardware checks whether the

key of the process matches the key from the memory

block. A mismatch will trigger an exception. Com-

pared with Shreds, when an application changes pro-

tection domain, MPK requires no modification of the

page tables, and therefore the performance overhead

is lower. However, the user program can control read

and write permissions for each domain by changing the

corresponding registers, which introduce security risks.

Recently, there exist new methods based on modi-

fied ISA. IMIX [8] extends the Intel x86 ISA with a new

instruction smov to protect sensitive metadata. How-

ever, the requirement of immutable code in adversary

model of IMIX is hard to achieve, especially when a

process calls more and more complex third-party codes.

Once the adversary injects new code or modifies exist-

ing code, and then executes the smov instruction with

controlled arguments, a security risk generates.

3 Adversary Model

Throughout our work, we use the following adver-

sary model and assumptions, which are consistent with

prior work in this field of research [11] [19] [23].

Memory corruption. We assume the presence

of a memory-corruption vulnerability, which the adver-

sary can repeatedly exploit to read and write data ac-

cording to the memory access permissions.

Kernel Security. This paper divides security do-

mains in user-level. Therefore, the system kernel is hy-

pothesized to be secure, which means this paper will not

discuss the attacks and defenses about system kernel.

Inter-process Security. This paper focuses on in-

process memory protection. Therefore, we assume that

different processes are safely isolated, which means this

paper will not discuss the attacks and defenses across

different processes.

Security risk of user code. When applications

call untrusted third-party code, a process may induce

vulnerabilities and lead to information leakage and con-

trol flow hijacking. Security risks of user code include

vulnerable OpenSSL code, malicious libraries in mobile

apps, third-party plugins, and any untrusted code seg-

ments which may induce an attack.
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4 Design of IMPULP

IMPULP divides in-process code segments into dif-

ferent security domains by the instruction address. The

first version of IMPULP divides the code of the process

into two parts, trusted code segments and untrusted

code segments. IMPULP leverages the instruction ad-

dress to distinguish between trusted and untrusted code

segments by the following steps.

1) At compile time, we set the instruction address

range of trusted code segments. The corresponding

boundary registers are updated by kernel at load time

only once. Therefore, it is impossible for untrusted code

segments to modify the instruction address range of

trusted code to ensure security. 2) At run time, the

hardware obtains the current program counter (PC)

value and compares it with the instruction address

range of trusted code segments. If the PC is inside the

range, the current instruction originates from a trusted

code segment. Otherwise, it comes from an untrusted

code segment.

For trusted code segments, the accessible memory

address covers the entire address space of the process.

For untrusted code segments, IMPULP limits the acces-

sible memory address within parts of the address space

and sets access permissions for safety by the following

steps. 1) At compile time, we specify the accessible

memory space for untrusted code segments by instru-

menting three instructions within the trusted code seg-

ments. These three instructions set the lower and up-

per bound of accessible memory space, and the access

permission of the memory space. They can be pack-

aged as an API function. The encapsulated pair of

APIs is as follows. start protect (addr, len, cfg, index);

end protect (index); See the details in Section 5.2.1. We

name untrusted code segment as library function. We

add the API function right before the library function

is invoked in the program. 2) At run time, the corre-

sponding registers are updated when the instrumented

instructions are executed. When the illegal command

is issued by out-of-bounds memory requests from un-

trusted code segments, the hardware will detect out-of-

bounds or illegal access when checking the correspond-

ing registers. Then the modified CPU pipeline gen-

erates an interrupt and records the current interrupt

category information.

With the address space restrictions of memory ac-

cess, sensitive data is isolated from out-of-bounds mem-

ory access of in-process untrusted instructions. Howev-

er, attackers may execute code-reuse attacks. For ex-

ample, if untrusted code segments make use of jump or

branch to reach the address where the accessible mem-

ory boundaries are stored, attackers can break through

the above boundaries by modifying the values in bound-

ary registers. Even a jump between library functions

can introduce security risks. IMPULP provides strong

protection against ROP attack, which means, the jump

from library function to any illegal address is prohibit-

ed.

Since several new groups of boundary registers are

introduced into the process, if these register groups are

modified by malicious code, the security defense is cor-

rupted. Therefore, an automatic hardware checking

mechanism is added in IMPULP. These new registers,

which designed for security enhance, are unwritable by

untrusted code segments.

Another possible form of security risk occurs when

the library function invokes any system call by using the

syscall function. A process running in kernel mode

can execute any instruction in the instruction set and

access any memory location in the system. Since our se-

curity model considers the kernel to be secure and does

not perform security checks on memory access bound-

aries, a successful syscall can break through the IM-
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PULP defense. To eliminate such security risk, we make

some changes in kernel to handle syscall. The kernel

adds a syscall check procedure by the following steps.

1) When a syscall occurs, it is determined whether

the syscall is from trusted code segments or library

function. If it comes from trusted code segments, the

syscall will run normally. If it comes from the library

function, the step 2 will be executed. 2) Compare the

parameters passed in of a syscall with the upper and

lower bounds of the library function registers. If the

parameters exceed the boundaries, error report is trig-

gered.

From the above discussion, the user-level partition-

ing for trusted and untrusted code segments needs mod-

ifications of the kernel. The preset of accessible memory

space for untrusted code segments requires GCC exten-

sion and changes in linker script. The hardware achiev-

ing runtime check needs to modify the CPU Pipeline

and add new types of interrupt. In addition, IMPULP

adds new groups of registers, and new instructions in

ISA are added to protect these metadata. See Section

5 for details of the changes.

5 Implementation of IMPULP

In this section, we will describe the hardware and

software modifications of IMPULP in details. For the

convenience of description, we name the trusted code

segment in a process as primary function, and the un-

trusted code segment as library function.

5.1 Hardware Modification

From Section 4, we know that the hardware main-

ly modifies three parts. IMPULP adds groups of reg-

isters to store boundaries corresponding to user code

segments in different security domains. The hardware

needs to perform boundary checking while the program

is running, and therefore IMPULP modifies the struc-

ture of CPU pipeline. In addition, in order to protect

the boundary register groups from being illegally ac-

cessed, the hardware extends ISA instructions.

5.1.1 Adding Register Groups

IMPULP adds three types of registers in the CPU

core. There is one group of primary instruction address

range (PIAR) registers, consist of the starting and end-

ing instruction address of the primary function. If the

program counter (PC) value of current instruction ex-

ceeds the range, then it is considered that current in-

struction comes from the library function.

We provide sixteen groups of library memory ad-

dress range (LMAR) registers. Each group includes

one pair of starting and ending memory address ac-

cessible by library function. Therefore, we can protect

sixteen objects of one library function at most, to limit

the memory boundaries of the object. Whenever CPU

executes load/store instruction of an object, the CPU

pipeline looks up the corresponding group of register-

s, confirming whether the memory access of load/store

instruction is out-of-bounds. Once the library function

returns to the primary function, all LMAR registers are

reset, which can be used by the next library function.

Therefore, the configuration and reset of the LMAR

registers are dynamic. The reset is also achieved by

instrumenting instructions in trusted code segments.

To avoid ROP-like attack, IMPULP adds an return

address register (RAR) in the CPU core, recording the

return address of the library function. When the li-

brary function is called, the return address will be s-

tored into RAR. When the library function returns to

the primary function, the target address stored in pro-

gram counter will be compared with the return address

stored in RAR, and the mismatch will trigger return

address error exception. With the help of RAR, we can

assure the control flow integrity of IMPULP.
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In order to ensure the security of IMPULP, access

to registers is subject to the following rules:

Rule 1. The primary function could access local

variables of the program and all the global variables,

while the library function could only access ranges the

LMAR registers indicated. This rule prevents the li-

brary functions accessing sensitive data kept by the pri-

mary function.

Rule 2. Only kernel can modify PIAR. Both kernel

and primary function could modify LMAR registers.

5.1.2 Modification of CPU pipeline

To support the design of IMPULP described in

Section 4, the hardware modification of CPU pipeline

includes four parts, which are distributed in various

stages. Figure 1 shows the changes in a typical five-

stage CPU pipeline architecture. The following para-

graphs will introduce the details of each part.

IF

Security 

domain 

division

kernel_i

primary_i

library_i

ID

(1) (2) (3)

Check 

out-of-

bounds 

access

exception_l

(4)

EX MEM WB

exception_s

Check 

ROP

 attack

exception_bj Execute 

exception

Fig.1. The processing flow modification of five-stage pipeline.

IF (Instruction fetch). An instruction is fetched

from the memory by program counter. We do not make

changes in this unit.

ID (Instruction decode). We added a module to di-

vide security domain of instructions. This module con-

tains three parts. First, IMPULP added a unit to check

the type field of current instruction. If the instruction

is judged as load, store, branch or jump, IMPULP

will trigger the next unit, which is used to check the

privilege level of the instruction. Both other types of

instructions and instructions from kernel follow the con-

ventional processing flow. Then if the privilege level is

user mode, IMPULP will compare the program counter

with the values stored in PIAR registers. With this u-

nit, the instructions of the same process are divided into

different security domains effectively. With the modifi-

cation of ID stage, CPU obtains the information about

which region the instruction code belongs to, which is

kernel, primary function or library function. As shown

in Figure 5.1.2, when the indicator primary i is valid,

the instruction originates from the primary function of

user code. The function of other indicators is the same.

EX (Execution). The module to check out-of-

bounds access includes two parts. According to the

results of the ID stage, if the instruction is load/store

and it belongs to library function, IMPULP will check

whether the address is within legal memory bound-

s set in LMAR (library memory address range) reg-

isters. Out-of-bounds access will trigger an exception

to CPU. The indicator exception l in Figure 1 corre-

sponds to illegal load instruction, while exception l is

valid when illegal memory store occurs.

MEM (Memory Access). The module added in

this stage will check ROP-like attack and report illegal

branch or jump of control flow. For branch and jump

instructions, IMPULP divides the destination address

of the same process into two parts, primary function

address and library function address. If the instruc-

tion jumps from primary to library function, the return

address will be stored into RAR (Return Address Reg-

ister). When any jump or branch instruction occurs in

a library function, IMPULP compares target address

with return address stored in the RAR. If they are the

same, this operation is legal. Otherwise IMPULP will

trigger a return address error exception. The corre-

sponding indicator is exception bj in Figure 1.

The above steps provide strong protection against

ROP attack, since any other target address from a li-

brary function is prohibited except the right return ad-
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dress to primary function. This implementation will

certainly affect the application of IMPULP to complex

scenarios, but for the first version of IMPULP, we do

not consider function nesting.

WB (Write back). During this stage, the data load-

ed from memory or calculated by the ALU would be

written to the register file for normal state. IMPULP

added a group of registers to record the current PC val-

ue, memory access address and exception reason. When

exception occurs in EX or MEM stage, CPU generates

the exception with the registers.

5.1.3 Adding IMPULP-exclusive instructions

In order to configure IMPULP-exclusive registers,

we need to extend dedicated configuration instructions

on the RISC-V instruction set.

The processor core of our experimental platfor-

m supports the RV64MAFDC instruction set. We

take one of the operation codes reserved in the

RV64MAFDC instruction set, then the new instruc-

tion can be extended. For the convenience of address-

ing and extending PIAR and LMAR registers, we have

designed four IMPULP-exclusive instructions namely

impulpprw, impulpprs, impulplrw, and impulplrs.

The first six characters represent our method, p or l

means the instruction is used for setting PIAR or L-

MAR registers, rw or rs corresponds to read and write

or read and set separately. With the extended instruc-

tions, IMPULP ensures the security of configuring reg-

isters.

5.2 Software Supplement

As shown in Figure 2, compiler supports the new

IMPULP-exclusive instructions. Then according to the

symbol table which is generated by compiler, the ker-

nel delimits the primary function and configures the

registers. Primary function can call API to set LMAR

registers. Finally, the CPU executes the program under

specific memory access limitation.

…

 start_protect(addr, 

len, cfg, index);

…

 end_protect(index);

…

    

Code

instrumentation

Set registers when 

loading program

Instruction 

decode

Handle exception

LOAD/STORE 

validation 

check

Deployment and build Runtime check

Linker

 

Fig.2. Developers can instrument instructions via APIs; Com-
piler instrument programs with APIs; Kernel configures the reg-
isters; CPU limit access ranges of data memory access.

5.2.1 IMPULP API

The encapsulated pair of APIs is as follows.

start protect (addr, len, cfg, index); end protect (in-

dex);

There exists a group of LMAR registers.

start protect writes the addr into the lower one,

and the sum of addr and len into the upper one. The

former refers to the lower bound of accessible memo-

ry access address, while the latter refers to the upper

bound. The cfg defines the permission of the address

set in LMAR of the library function.

When running programs, IMPULP will inquire the

LMAR registers to see if the following operations are

within the specific memory. In this way, malicious ac-

cess to memory space would never succeed as they will

be prevented by IMPULP, and raise exception. The

index is needed to indicate specific registers used by

the current API. After invocation of library function,

the end protect API is invoked to clear a LMAR group

specified by index, so that IMPULP will not check the

memory access range anymore.

To prevent library functions modifying L-

MAR registers, special configuration instructions in

start protect and end protect could only be exe-

cuted in primary function.
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5.2.2 Compiler modification

RISC-V provides the companion compilation tool

GCC. The compiler computes input parameter’s effec-

tive data length, figures out which part of the program

is primary function, and guides the kernel to fill the

corresponding registers.

We added the definition of the new instruction to

GCC, as well as the operation code and instruction

mask of the new instruction. The modified GCC gener-

ates a corresponding binary code when processes a new

instruction. When the program is executed, the hard-

ware can set and read the value of the corresponding

registers with the binary code.

We added some code in linker script to modify the

memory layout of a primary function. Before the pro-

gram runs, the instruction address boundaries of the

primary function have been written to the correspond-

ing PIAR registers.

5.2.3 Kernel modification

We modify the load function of a program in the

kernel. When kernel loads the binary file (ELF file), it

obtains the symbol table of the ELF file, which is al-

ready generated by compiler and linker script. Then

start (the entry point of ELF) and libc csu fini

(the end of initialization) in this symbol table are re-

garded as start and end address of primary function.

Finally, the kernel fills the start and end address of the

primary function into registers.

We modify the code of the process context switch

in kernel, add the operations of saving and restoring

IMPULP-exclusive registers to ensure the correctness

of register information.

We modify the code of the exception execution func-

tion in the kernel, add the processing code of the IM-

PULP exception, and output the corresponding excep-

tion information according to the type of the exception

when the IMPULP exception is generated.

We add a procedure of syscall check in kernel.

The primary function uses a separate syscall entrance,

while the library function uses the entrance of libc to

execute syscall. After the syscall handler saves the

context, the syscall check procedure is started. Ac-

cording to the value of epc(exception program counter),

IMPULP judges whether the syscall is from primary

function or library function. The syscall from pri-

mary function continues executing, while the syscall

from library function performs the following check step.

If the parameters passed in of a syscall exceed the

upper or lower boundaries recorded in LMAR registers,

the kernel raises an interrupt. Else, the syscall from

library function continues executing.

5.3 Usage of IMPULP

Users apply IMPULP with several simple

steps. When the user requires calling an untrusted

library function, IMPULP is set to protect in-process

memory by the following steps. First, the user adds

a pair of APIs’ code in the place where the library

function is called in the program. The parameters of

start protect are the upper and lower bound of avail-

able memory space for untrusted function, and the per-

missions of this space. The index of end protect e-

quals to the same value in start protect to reset the

same group of LMAR registers. Then the user opens

the compile options that support new IMPULP instruc-

tions when GCC compiles the code. After generating

the executable file, the user runs the file with the at-

tribute -impulp. Then the user code is running under

the protection of IMPULP. Once the untrusted code

accesses out-of-bounds memory, the CPU will halt the

process and generates an exception.
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6 Evaluation and Results

RISC-V [18] [17] is a free and open source instruc-

tion set architecture (ISA) based on modern design

techniques and decades of computer architecture re-

search. We performed all our evaluations using a modi-

fied RISC-V CPU with 1GB RAM running Linux kernel

4.6.2 and the basic frequency of CPU is 62.5MHz.

We use the Virtex-7 FPGA VC707 Evaluation K-

it as our testing platform[41]. We take open source

project ’sifive/freedom’ as a baseline project[40]. The

steps to generate the baseline project are as follows.

1) Download the project. 2) Compile the file of

’Makefile.vc707-u500devkit’ in the project. 3) Create

a vivado project and generate a bit file. 4) Burn the

bit file to the test platform and run the Linux kernel.

The steps to generate IMPULP project is similar.

1) Change the codes in the directory ’/freedom/rocket-

chip/src/main/scala/rocket’ of sources files (written in

scala language) to implement IMPULP. 2) Re-compile

the file of ’Makefile.vc707-u500devkit’ in the project.

3) Replace the recompiled verilog file in the vivado

project. 4) Generate new bit file and test the IMPULP

logic.

This section contains the following contents. First,

we verify the effectiveness of IMPULP. 1) We complete-

ly tested memory protection functions of IMPULP with

five cases. 2) We performed a test to defense typical

buffer overflow. 3) We achieved a test to defense fa-

mous memory leakage attack named Heartbleed. Then,

we selected the popular SPEC CPU2006 benchmark to

test the runtime overhead to prove the efficiency of IM-

PULP. Finally, we present the hardware overhead of

IMPULP.

6.1 Effectiveness

6.1.1 Functional Test Cases

According to the description of Section 5, IMPULP

can prevent library functions from reading, writing or

executing out-of-bounds memory in address space, and

prohibit library functions from modifying the bound-

ary register groups associated with the security defense.

In addition, when library function calls syscall, the

memory is also protected by the procedure of syscall

check. Therefore, we wrote five programs to test the

above five functions. Functional descriptions and test

results are shown in Table 2. The exception numbers

of 0xC, 0xD and 0xE are IMPULP-exclusive, while the

exception number of 0x8 is general.

Table 2. Five Functional Test Cases.

Attack type test descriptions test results

out-of-
bounds
read

The attack occurs when
the load instruction of a
library function accesses
illegal memory address.

IMPULP generates an
exception, the excep-
tion number is 0xC.

out-of-
bounds
write

The attack occurs when
the store instruction of a
library function accesses
illegal memory address.

IMPULP generates an
exception, the excep-
tion number is 0xD.

control-flow
hijack

The attack occurs when
a library function jump-
s to a memory address
which exceeds the limit-
ed boundaries.

IMPULP generates an
exception, the excep-
tion number is 0xE.

access
security-
related
registers

The attack occurs when
a library function tries
to modify the registers of
PIAR, LMAR and RAR.

The write enable sig-
nal in hardware is in-
valid. The security-
related registers can-
not be modified by
any library function.

syscall abuse The attack occurs when
a library function tries
to access out-of-bounds
memory with a system
call.

IMPULP generates an
exception, the excep-
tion number is 0x8.

6.1.2 Defense Case of buffer overflow

Typical buffer overflow includes stack overflow and

heap overflow. The defense case of stack overflow is

shown in Table 2. Line 3 defines a stack. Line 4 and

Line 6 inserts IMPULP APIs to limit the memory ac-

cess boundaries of the library function (strcpy in Line
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5). When the length of copied string is less than 10,

the program runs normally. Once the length of copied

string exceeds 10, IMPULP raise an exception with

number 0xD, which means the load instruction of li-

brary function strcpy accesses the illegal memory ad-

dress. The test of heap overflow is almost the same.

The only different line is Line 3. Line 3 defines a heap

by ’char *pass;’. And the test result is the same with

stack overflow test. Therefore, IMPULP effectively de-

fends buffer overflow attacks by setting accessible mem-

ory boundaries for vulnerable parameters with APIs.

Table 2. Defense Case of stack overflow.

1 int main(int argc, char *argv[])

2 {
3 char pass[10];

4 start protect(pass, sizeof(pass), CFG, 0);

5 strcpy(pass, argv[1]);

6 end protect(0);

7 printf(”strcpy done”);

8 return 0;

9 }

6.1.3 Defense Case of memory leakage

Heartbleed is a security bug in the OpenSSL cryp-

tography library. It results from improper input valida-

tion (due to a missing bounds check) in the implementa-

tion of the TLS heartbeat extension. The vulnerability

allowed attackers to remotely read protected memory

from an estimated 24%-55% of popular HTTPS sites.

We implemented a socket server with the API pro-

vided by OpenSSL-1.0.1e in C, which initializes the

socket, SSL library, and waits for the connection of

client using SSL accept. We wrote a socket client pro-

gram to communicate with socket server. The client

sends hello request of TLSv1.1 to server, and the con-

nection between server and client will be established.

To replay Heartbleed, we sent a malformed Heartbeat

request in client. The test results show that, after the

socket connection is established, the server will respond

with a hello packet sent by the client. The length of the

response packet returned is 685.

If IMPULP is not used, after receiving the Heart-

beats request packet sent by the client, the server will

call memcpy to copy the excess data (61455, up to 65535)

to the returned packet and return it to the client, caus-

ing leakage of data within the program, which may have

sensitive information such as the user’s account number

and password.

After deploying IMPULP in OpenSSL source

code, that is, protecting the memcpy invocation in

tls1 process heartbeat, the unexpected copy opera-

tion raised an exception and the process is terminated.

Finally, no secret data is leaked out.

6.2 Efficiency: SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks

In SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, we added

start protect API function before the library func-

tion called and end protect API function after the

library function returned. We regard GLIBC as unre-

liable library functions, for instance, the functions like

printf, memset, strcpy, memcpy are not trusted.

We choose bzip2, gcc, mcf, gobmk, hmmer, sjeng,

libquantum, omnetpp and astar as our test bench-

marks. We ran train workload three times and

used average run time for each benchmark. Re-

sults show that the IMPULP configuration overhead

is almost negligible, the total overhead of the IM-

PULP is 0.166%(249/150353) of the total execution

runtime(150353s). The reason is that IMPULP is im-

plemented on the basis of hardware check at runtime.

Furthermore, boundary setting operations only occur

at the entrance of a subroutine, and no instrumenta-

tion is needed within a subroutine. Therefore, the per-

formance overhead is negligible.

Table 3 shows the execution time comparison be-

tween baseline and IMPULP. Their execution times are
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almost the same. The time is recorded in seconds.

Table 3. The execution time of SPEC CPU2006 benchmark.

Baseline (s) IMPULP (s) Runtime cost

401.bzip2 6167 6170 0.05%

403.gcc 167.26 167.32 0.03%

429.mcf 2060.54 2059.95 -0.03%

445.gobmk 22270 22355 0.43%

456.hmmer 14935 14981 0.31%

458.sjeng 21729 21784 0.25%

462.libquantum 14565 14637 0.49%

471.omnetpp 58322 58292 -0.05%

473.astar 10137 10156 0.19%

total 150352.80 150602.27 0.166%

6.3 Hardware Cost

First we check the utilization of FPGA resources

and total on-chip power in the vivado project. As shown

in Table 4, the overhead of different resources of IM-

PULP is less than 5.5% while the power overhead is

4.3%.

Table 4. FPGA resource usages of RISC-V Baseline and

IMPULP

Baseline IMPULP Overhead

Power(W) 3.747 3.911 4.3%

LUT 48519 51138 5.4%

LUTRAM 3546 3550 0.1%

FF 35833 37771 5.4%

BRAM 30 30 0

Moreover, preparing for future chip design, we al-

so use the DC (Design Compiler) tool to compare the

modified core with the original core in terms of area,

cells, and power. Considering the practicality of a chip,

we added L2 cache resources and tested the overall re-

sults. Table 5 gives the hardware comparison results

of baseline and IMPULP. The area of IMPULP is big-

ger than baseline. The area overhead of the IMPULP is

0.7%(16598/2375314) while the power overhead is 0.5%

(0.982/192.119). Both are negligible.

Table 5. Hardware comparison results of RISC-V Baseline and

IMPULP

Baseline IMPULP Overhead

Area(um2) 2375314 2391912 0.7%

Cells 814561 822024 0.9%

Power(W) 192.119 193.101 0.5%

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The security vulnerability is inevitable without ef-

fective in-process memory protection methods. Current

solutions either severely degrade performance or offer

only very limited security. In this study, we propose

IMPULP, a novel hardware-enforced approach for ef-

fective and efficient in-process memory protection. IM-

PULP classifies user process into trusted primary func-

tions and untrusted library functions, endowing differ-

ent privileges to the two parts to realize in-process data

isolation. We extend the Linux kernel and the compiler

to provide interfaces to IMPULP. Experimental results

show that IMPULP can effectively protect in-process

memory with negligible runtime overhead.

Our IMPULP is designed for scenarios where a pro-

gram calls third-party untrusted code segments. The

out-of-bounds memory access of untrusted code, the hi-

jacking of control flow, and the modification of security-

related registers are prohibited by IMPULP, which fully

guarantees the security of user-level partitioning. More-

over, IMPULP only instruments a few instructions to

modify the boundary registers before an untrusted func-

tion is called. The judgment of illegal access is automat-

ically executed by the CPU pipeline when the program

is running. Therefore, the runtime overhead is low.

The limitations of IMPULP includes that the mem-

ory protection belongs to domain protection. There-

fore, the approach is implement with continuous mem-

ory address space, thus lacks of flexibility. Fine-grained

protection extensions need future work. Moreover, the

first version of IMPULP implementation only supports

two levels of user code division, namely, primary func-
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tion and library function. The protection for more lev-

els requires more discussion.
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